1 Introduction

Quantitative mass spectrometry is a rapidly evolving methodology applied in a large number of -omics type research projects. During the past years, new designs of mass spectrometers have been developed and launched as commercial systems while in parallel new data acquisition schemes and data analysis paradigms have been introduced. Core facilities provide access to such technologies, but also actively support the researchers in finding and applying the best suited analytical approach. In order to implement a solid fundament for this decision making process, facilities need to constantly compare and benchmark the various approaches. In this work we compare the quantitative accuracy and precision of current label-free targeted proteomics approaches (SRM, PRM and DIA) across multiple liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) platforms, using a readily available commercial standard sample.

2 Methods

A pre-digested protein sample (MSQC1; Sigma-Aldrich) with known quantity and quantities (mixture of tryptic digested human proteins and 14 corresponding heavy synthetic peptides) was targeted in a complex yeast matrix on all platforms. In a first part, the quantitative accuracy and precision (see Figure 1) was investigated at constant analyte quantities. In a second part, the impact of decreasing analyte quantities on analytical performance was studied over a concentration range of three orders of magnitude (dilution series data). Finally, the human influence on quantitative accuracy was investigated and contrasted with machine learning solutions (user study).

3 Results

– Good linearity for all targeted peptides across the tested concentration range was observed.

– Targeted analysis platforms delivered very reproducible (i.e. intra-assay CVs less than 15%) and consistent quantitative data sets, even between platforms (see Figure 2).

– Expected fold changes were obtained for all dilution points, however at low peptide concentrations, the accuracy of the measurements were compromised to different extents depending on the MS platform (see Figure 3).

– Compared to the automated evaluation of peak groups in Skyline a manual curation usually leads to a higher number of quantified peaks but only expert user manage to do this without compromising on the variance (see Figure 4). Each manual peakgroup validation will introduce a human bias which is not reproducible and therefore automated validation is favored (see Figure 5).

Table 1: Measurement schemes – Summarizes the measurement schemes compared in this study. PCG: Precursor only entrance IT; injection time, MS2 res. resolution of MS2 scan. For Orbitrap type analyzers the max. injection time and the automated gain control (AGC) value is given. Filling of the C-trap will end as soon as one of the two parameters (IT or AGC) is fulfilled.

4 Conclusions

The daily operational basis of a core facility is normally not allowing for optimization of each method parameter, prior to recording a data set. This is reflected in this study by running the experiments with methods used on a routine basis in our core facility. Our study shows that targeted data acquisition (SRM, PRM) outperforms targeted data extraction strategies (DIA) with respect to quantitative accuracy and precision, especially when the analyte concentration are low. But targeted acquisition methods are only suited for monitoring a limited number of targets, while for screening experiments targeted data extraction workflows clearly outperform targeted data acquisition with respect to the number of features which can be followed. The question of whether greater throughput justifies lower sensitiviy specificity has yet to be answered in the context of the individual research project. In addition, large-scale DIA is very resource demanding (e.g. on the computational side) and especially data analysis needs more effort due to the high complexity of the raw data. Not all research environments are equally prepared for such challenges and should consider these aspects during experimental design setup.
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Figure 1: Accuracy and precision

Figure 2: Target peptides – The scatter-plot displays the reference L:H ratio versus the on-column amount of heavy peptide. Note, x and y axis are drawn in log scale.

Figure 3: Chromatography – The graphs compare the LC gradient of each platform by plotting the normalized RT values versus the empirical RT values for the 8 replicates (bottom) and dilution series (top data).

Figure 4: Human impact on quantitative accuracy – The scatter-plots graph the standard deviation of the error between measured and reference L:H ratio against the number of valid ratios (L and H value is not N/A) for each subject. The crossing grey lines indicate the algorithmic proposed start solution of the Skyline legacy peak picking. On the Q-ToF no automated peak group selection was trained since no decay transitions were measured. mProphet and second best were trained on the 8 repl. data set and applied with a q-value cut-off of 0.01.

Figure 5: Precision – The violin and box plots display the distribution of the peptide level coefficient of variance (CV) computed on the light and heavy peptide signal of each platform.

Figure 6: Ratio stability upon analyte dilution and accuracy – Upper chart. Each scatterplot panel displays the experimental derived L:H ratios versus the actual amount. Color grouping was done by instrument. The LOESS 8 curves were added for visualizing the trend. The SIL value given in each panel legend is valid for the relative amount of 1. The horizontal black line indicates the theoretical L:H ratio. On both visualizations gray color boxes indicate the low and 2-3 fold change. Lower chart. The graph displays in each panel a sensitivity curves for one relative amount for all the used workflows.

Figure 7: Comparison of precursor and product ion – Each panel displays the experimentally derived L:H ratios versus the relative amount. The black line indicates the reference L:H value. Dark and light grey shaded areas mark error margins of 1- and 2-fold on the linear scale, respectively.

Figure 8: Radarplot of different workflow metrics scaled on an arbitrary axis with the units 0-10. Values do not necessarily represent global applicable values but rather reflect the situation at the FGCCZ. For the following categories the axis reflects 0 = worst, 10 = best. Peptides per injection. Sample throughout. Accuracy. Precision. Flexibility post acquisition. Sensitivity. 0 = best, 10 = worst. Assay development time. Price per injection. Data size. Data analysis.
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